First Letter Prompts
Can you work out what all these maths facts are?

Angle Facts

1. VOAAE
2. AOASLAUTOHAED
3. AAAPAUTTHASD
4. AIATAUTOHAED
5. BAIAITAE
6. AIAETAE
7. AIAQAUTTHASD
8. AEOATIETTSOTIOA
9. EAOAPAUTTHASD
10. AAAE
11. CAAE
12. CIAAUTOHAED
First Letter Prompts
Can you work out what all these maths facts are?

Angle Facts

1. V O A A E - Vertically opposite angles are equal
2. A O A S L A U T O H A E D - Angles on a straight line add up to 180°
3. A A A P A U T T H A S D - Angles around a point add up to 360°
4. A I A T A U T O H A E D - Angles in a triangle add up to 180°
5. B A I A I T A E - Base angles in an isosceles triangle are equal
6. A I A E T A E - Angles in an equilateral triangle are equal
7. A I A Q A U T T H A S D - Angles in a quadrilateral add up to 360°
8. A E A O A T I E T T S O T I O A - An exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the interior opposite angles
9. E A O A P A U T T H A S D - Exterior angles of a polygon add up to 360°
10. A A A E - Alternate angles are equal
11. C A A E - Corresponding angles are equal
12. C I A A U T O H A E D - Co-Interior angles add up to 180°